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Why do we see more stars in the field?

Why are there so few old clusters?
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The ultimate driver of cluster evolution

- Gas expulsion
- Encounters with GMCs
- Interaction with the tidal field

Physical factors?  Observation?
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What is on offer?

MID
lose 70-90% of population every age dex
random process
Antennae

MDD

$T_{\text{dis}} \propto M^\alpha$

selection on physical criterion
MCs, M51, M33
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NO mass-radius relation among young clusters

mass becomes the expression of density

(ie M~ρ)
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Environmental confusion

CFR

6 \rightarrow \log \tau \rightarrow 9
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*Environ-mental confusion*

- CFR
- $\log N$
- Loads
- A bunch
- Nuffin

- Fairly simple
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Environmental confusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFR</th>
<th>log N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>log τ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loads</td>
<td>nuffin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fairly simple
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*Environ-mental confusion*

![Graph of CFR vs logN](image)
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BC03

$X^2$ minimisation in all bands

Age

Mass
Measurements

Age dating

3DEF algorithm (Bik et al. 2003)
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Reproducing the M33 population

MID + Power-law cIMF
MDD + Schechter cIMF

\[ f_{\text{MID}} = [0.5, 0.8, 0.9] \]
\[ \frac{M(t)}{M_i} \propto \left\{ \mu_{\text{ev}}(t) - \frac{\gamma t}{t_0} \right\}^{1/\gamma} \]

dep $M_i$  
dep environment

(Lamers et al. 05)
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$\text{MDD} + \text{Schechter cIMF}$

$\text{MID} + \text{Power-law cIMF}$

- Observed $\tau^{-0.9}$
- $f_{\text{MID}} = 50\%$
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**MDD + Schechter cIMF**

**MID + Power-law cIMF**
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• Investigated cluster age distributions in a quiescent environment, where the SFR~constant over 1 Gyr
• Found models of mass-dependent disruption to amply emulate the observed distribution
• Mass-independent models produce much steeper distribution slopes than the ones observed
• (WARNING: fading curves are tricky!)
• (Will add constraints relating to the fraction of stars forming in clusters given the SF properties of the galaxy – but gimme a couple of days)